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Background:  RV pacing is associated with LV dysfunction, often attributed to LV dyssynchrony. As the LV apex is important in LV untwist, we 
hypothesized that the detrimental effect of RV pacing may be mediated by regional LV impairment. We sought to investigate the relative effect of 
pacing on LV synchrony and regional function, and their association with global LV myocardial deformation.
Methods:  Measurement of global longitudinal strain (GLS) was feasible in 148 pts (78 RV apical (RVA) and 70 non-RVA pacing) with preserved 
LVEF and implanted pacemaker due to atrioventricular block. We also measured LV dyssynchrony parameters and peak strain at apical and basal 
septal segments. Strain imaging was performed using speckle tracking imaging on raw data at baseline (post pacemaker implantation) and at 2 yrs.
results:  GLS reduced from baseline to 2 yrs in both RVA and non-RVA (Figure). Percent change in GLS was larger in RVA than that in non-RVA 
(p=0.045). Septal apical strain was significantly lower in RVA than that in non-RVA at baseline (-16.2±6.1 vs -18.3±6.6%, p=0.048) and 2 yrs 
(-14.1±6.1 vs -17.6±6.4%, p=0.010). Overall, change in GLS for 2 yrs was not correlated with the dyssynchrony parameters at baseline, but 
significantly correlated with septal apical strain at 2 yrs (r=0.418, p<0.001).
conclusions:  RVA pacing appears to worsen regional myocardial deformation more than non-RVA pacing, and the resultant decrease in apical 
septal strain, not dyssynchrony, is associated with global LV impairment.
 
